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.:&nend~§  ..;eroJ!O~~~- f._oJ:_~_s__tcth  ..  Q.otlncp_D~r..~.9t_:Lv.~ 
on t}le .Q..ooxQ,iJ2?-1i  ...  o~ot  t,he  ..  ~axcv1t..W:?  .:_:r..e,..stuj.teA 
J...n  Membv~S}i,_Bj;,E:l~ ,;tor..  1:,he  pu:!J?.ose  Q.t_;gr.9._.t.,;,cti1JE 
the  int~r..ests.  ofJ!!.Elli!.b~J;;§l~oL9..Q.ITIPalli..§.s _qpd  of 
.t:t;,trd  P¥'j,_~  e-~  ..  r_;(3gar~ the content,  checking 
and distribution of the prospectus to be published 
Hhen  securities issued by  companies Hithin the 
meaning of Article  58  paragraph  2  of the Treaty 
e.re  admitted to officic-.1  stock exchange quotation 
The  Council  of the European Conmunities 
Having regard.. to the  Treaty  ectn,blishrutl(; the European Ecor.omic 
Community  andj  in particu.ln,r1  Article 54. 3  g.  thereof, 
Having ree;ard to the proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament, 
Having regard to the Opinion of the Economic  and  Social  Com1ni ttee, 
Hhereas the  enlargGment  of the size of ·the market  in ;.rhich 
enterprises. opere.te to the· dimensions  of the Corniiluni ty involves  a  parallel . 
W>Jidening  of their financial  requiremer..ts  and of the capital markets  on vrhich 
they must  ce.ll to satisfy these1  and Nhereas  admission to the stock exchanges 
of several  f~ember States of transferable securities issued by  companies  and 
.; . - 2 
other legal persons in public and private law constitutes an .important 
method of access to these capitel markets,  and Khereas  furthermore-exchange 
restrictions on the purchase of transferable securities negotiated-on the 
I 
stock exchanges  of another Member  State have been eliminated as part of the 
liberalization of capital movements, 
vfhereas  safeguards for the protection of the interests of company 
members  and third parties investing whose  savings are  sought  are required in 
most  of t.he  Member  States of enterprises which make  public call on savings, 
sometimes  immediately the securities are  issued and in any  case at the time 
.J'  ,.~.. 
of their admission to official stock exchange quotation;  and  ~rhereas these 
safeguards rest on the requirement that  information Nhich is adequate  and as 
objective as possible must  be furnished concerning in particular the financial 
situation of the issuing enterprise and  the features  of the securitieo for \'lhich 
quotation is requested and 'l•lhereas  the  form under ,,rhich this 'information is 
required usually consists of the publication of a  prospectus, 
\'There as at the same  time the safeguards thus  required diverge  from 
one  member  count!"'J  to another,  both as regards the  oon·~ents and the layout of 
the prospectus  and the efficacity,  me"j;~odf>  and timing of the  check  on the 
I  -
adequacy  and sufficiency of the  information given,  and 'lvhereas  the effect of 
/' 
these divergencies is not  only to make  it more  difficult for enterprises to 
obtain admission to the stock ''exchanges df .  several Member  States but also to 
hin~er the_  acqui~ition by  savers_ residing in a  Member  State of securities 
quoted  on the stock eJcchanges  of the other !:lember  States and thus to inhibit 
the financing of the enterprises and investment by savers throughout  the 
Community, 
'\rfuereas  these ui  vergencies should be eliminated by coordinating the 
rules and regulations without necessarily making them  completely uniform,  in 
...  •  t  '  .  .  .  .  ..  -.  .  '  . 
ol:'dEir  to· achieve an adequate degree of equivalence in the safeguards offered 
in each Member  State to ensure  sufficient and  objective infonoation for company 
members  and third  p~rties who  are present or potential security holder_s,  and 
whereas at the  same  time, taking_ into account  on tche  one hand the present 
degree  of liberalization of, capital movements  in the.Community  and on the 
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other the fact that a  mechanism  for checking at the time the  securities a:re 
issued does not  yet. exist  in all the Member  States,  it  ~;otlld a!Jpear  sufficient 
at. preGe11.t  to  lirJ1ft  the  ncc.ess:::.r:;- coordination to .tl:e_  cc::c:_i~~ic::.::::  :c.r  L~~.r  ..  ::..::r:~("·_-__ 
o~ such securities to official stock eF-chru1ge  quotation, 
Uhereas  the enterprises in the Member  Statec  ~:hich request the 
q-,:ot;;,tion  of securities that they issue are  o.ll  companies or other legal 
pc.rso:-:G  in public  or private lG.u  dthin the meaning of Article 58(2)  of the 
Treaty  so that the  coordination of the·safeguards which are  made  compulsory 
for them  in the field of this Directive  comes  under Article 54.3  g.;  and 
v;hereas  these  safeguards,  bec2.use  of their objective chcrccter and their nature 
cs rules for the protection of scvincs  m1d  for the proper f\1nctioning of the 
stock exchanges,  must necessarily al:JO  apply to applications for admission to 
quotation on  a  stock exchMge  in the  Community  of the  securities.issued.by 
enterprises of third countries,  and vJhereas  the provisions of this Directive 
must  consequently also  concern the information required dlf  these  undertakings 
in the form  of prospectuses  a.11d  the  checking of this inforro1ation7 
fu'l.f::l  ADOPI'ED  THIS  DIRECTDIE: 
,. . 
.§.~,.s:lf.i.C!P.~-1  - Q.~eral  ..  rules and  f\~.1.!! of c;;pJ2.lication 
Article 1  ...,...,.......,..  -...-=  • 
1.  J,lember  States shall ensure that,  before securities are admitted to or 
introduceo. for official quotation on a  stock exchange si  tun.ted ,  .. ri thin their 
territory,  a  prospectus  checked by  an authority appointed for this purpose 
is published or made  availn.ble to the public. 
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2.  Not~ii  thstanding the foregoing,  securities issued by  o~e!!:::.~~ 
.£i!  ..  f..c~c-j,_\_~El. j.p..s.e~sjm_e.m,. urg,~\s"J';:J:..n&s.a.  .  .il!at ,j  1?, t 9.  l?.av  irrr~g.'l;.lll~t .c.Q!ll.E,¥lj,e s  .-1.,-n.d, 
u::!.t tn.:t~ ~-::.o:::e  6e~~urities are issued or hr:.ve  been issued in a 'continuous 
...............  .-....::.at..c.-.........  .,. ...  '*' ...... ~-·-=--·-~-'*"-~  ........... ~--==.....-·=rr• 
J 
fashion or closely spacea tranches and/or are bought back or redeemed directly 
or indirectly at the request  of the holders out  of their assets,  shall be 
excluded from  the field of application of this Directive. 
3.  The  ob1i~.tions of this Directive shall not  apply either to 
securities issued by the States or their local authorities. 
Article ·2 
The  prospectus mentioned in Article 1  above  must  contain all 
information ,.,hich,  according to the particular nature  of the issuer and the 
securities in question,  are necessary to enable  investors and their investment 
advisers to form  a  well-founded opinion on the net \•Jorth,  financial situation, 
results and prospects of the  issuer nnd also  on the rights pertr:.ining to the 
securities for r:hich application for admission is being made. 
/' 
!r_!icle 3 
1.  In order to achieve the· result envisaged in Article  2,  l4ember 
States shall ensure. that the admission prospectus contains,  in as  ec.sily 
analysable and comprnhensible a  form  as possible,  at least those  items o;f 
informa~ion that are listed in Schedules A,  B or C annexed to the present 
Directive,  depending  on Hhether shares,  debentures1  or certificr.tes 
representing  shc~es are involved.  The  schemes  of prescnt~tion in question 
are applicable in conjunction 1'ti th the exception options provided for in . 
Articles 4 and  5o 
1  ''Debenture"  includes debenture  stock,  loan stock,  bonds  t>.nd  any  similar 
securities of a  company  ~rhether constituting a  cha.rge  on the assets of the 
company  or not  (Translator's note). - 5- XV/68/76-E 
2.  In the speCific cases mentioned in Articles 6-12 the prospectus 
shall be dra•.m.  up in accordance vrith the indications laid down  therein. 
In cc.ses  where  certuin h::;c,dings  of the Schedules are  inappropric.:te 
to the issuers1  sphere of activity,  a  prospectus giving equivalent  information 
shall be  dra•m up by adapting the headings in questiou. 
L:d).cle  4 
1.  l4ember  States may,  under  conditions determined by them1  Naive 
publioation of a  prospectus  drmm up  in accordance  Hi th the a.nnexed  schemes 
of presentation,  or may  even provide for complete  exemption from  the 
requirement of issuing a  prospectus 1vhen  the application for  o.dmission is in 
respect  of the securities detailed belovn 
a)  securities for \'l'hich,  v;ithin a  maximum  of six months prior to the applice.tion 
for admission,  an  isBue  prospectus J:!D.S  d!§;<rm  up  anCJ.,)2.ublished  in the ·s;;-~ 
~mbor §.:!;~t,e  (1)  in confo:rmi  ty '.Ji th the provisions of the present ])irecti  ve 
~d  can be held to be  equivalent to the European admission prospectus;  in 
such a  CJ.se,  the up-ddting of the.t prospectus may  if necessars- be  called  for~ 
b)  securities already admitted to official quotation on another stock exchange 
in the  se~e· member  country,  provided that a  prospectus has  already been 
pul:)lished >·rh:i,ch· complies with the present Directive; 
C)  shares: (including  sh~res hE'..Ving 'no  Ct""pltal  value)  allotted,  consequent 
upon the capitalisation of reserves,  issue  premiu~s,  revaluation surpluses 
or profits,  to holders of shares  of the  same  categor~y- alreaQy quoted on the 
same  stock e::change; 
d)  shares resulting from  the conversion of convertible debentures when  these 
· convertible debentures and  shares of the same  ce.tegory as those  offerec1. 
by  way  of  con:~rer'Sitm are  e..lready quoted on  the~  se..me  stock exchange; 
(l) Does  not  apply to the .Germt.n  text. 
.; . ;-.yj,8jq6~E 
.  ·-<  '  ~-
:  ~·i 
e)  shares issued in connection vi  th the exercise of  t\-rarr~tst  when  the 
debentures to \-Thich  they vrer13  attached,  as \>tell  as shares of the  same 
cc.teco~r as thoce offered to holders  of the warrants,  are alree.dy quoted 
on the  same  stock exchange; 
f)  supplementary certificates  represont~ng shares  issued in exehange  for 
original securities,  where there is no  increase of capital,  \~en the 
certificates are already quoted on the same  stock exc:mnge3 
g)  a  number of securities amounting to less tha...11  5 %  of the number  of 
securi  t~·es qf the sallie  category already admitted to quotation on the· same 
stock  e::cch~1ge,  provided that the aggr0gate market  value of the additional 
securities does not  exceed 500,000 units. of account  over a  period· of t110 
years. 
2.  \rlhere  M:ember  States ·intend to avail themselves of this exemption 
option,  they must notify the Commission,  at the latest by the  expi~J of the 
time-limit fixed in _lirticle  20(1) 1  of the cases in \'Thich  they intend to keep 
this option available and,  w~ere appropriate,  of the particular provisions they 
are establishing for the  scheme  of preserttation  • 
,Article  5 
..... 
The  .QQ.ffi.Q.~.i~:rr.!i.  authorities of Member  States may;  O.J.'l}AEltx'--.2.1:!ll 
in.~  tiative__?,r  •.  at the ressest  ...  ~f  th~..lssuer,  dispense the latter from  publishing 
certain information laid do~-m in the Schedules when,.  in the particular 
circumstances of the issuer concerned: 
1. this-information is not likely to influence assessment of the net ·"Vtorth, . 
financial position,  results and prospects of th.e  issuer; 
2.  the disclosure of this information would be contrary to .the public.interest 
or would be  seriously det.rimental to the issuer,  provided that nQn-
publication  i~ not likely to mislead the public with regnrd to the facts and 
circumstances essential for assessment  of the securities in question.  ......  ··  · ····· 
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Article 6  __.....  'r=~* 
1.  Upon  admission to quotation for securities issued by  financial 
institution~::,  the prospeetus  must  contain at least the items of information 
specified in Chapters 11  2,  3,  5 and 6 of Schedules A or B,  according as  shares 
or debentures are involved. 
2.  In addition,  it must  cont.:=.in  information adapted to the characteristics 
of the issuers in question and equivalent to that specified in Chapters 4 and 7 
of Schedules A  or B  in accordance with the  rule~:: laid c.o"m  for this purpose 
by the  competent national authorities. 
3.  It shall be  incumbent  on Member  States to define the financial 
institutions for which modified  schemes  for the presentation of prospectuses 
Hill be  1~.id dmm. 
The  system provided :for by  this Article for financial  institutions 
may  be  extended to investment  comp2nies  ond collective investment  funds  other 
thc.n those  coverecl in Article 1,  to "pure"  finance  compe..nies  (i.e. those 
/'''" 
engaging in no  other  O?.ct i vi  ties thrm assembling capital to make  it available · 
to a  parent  company  or a  company  directly or indirectly affiliated with the 
parent  company)  and to "puretr  holding  companies  (i.e"  those that  do  not  engage 
in any other activity than managing a  portfolio of transferable securities, 
licences  or patents). 
~igle_7 
1.  In the  case of banks,  -savings banks,  credit institutions and mortgage 
companies which ·:Publish their accounts  regularly.,  vihich  ".·rithin the  Community 
are  corporn:tions of public-lmr status or are  subject to public  supervision 
designed to protect  savings,  and Nhich  mal~e continuous or repeated issues, 
.; . -..~v/6C/76-E 
not less than an average of twice  a  yee~,  of debentures for which  admission 
to quotn.tion is sought,  the  complete prospectuo d.ra•m  up in accordance  u-1ith · 
tho method  l[l.id  do\:.n  for  fin~cial institutions in Article 6 need only be 
published every three years.  ~tis system may  be extended to cover DUtch 
mortgage  companies. 
2.  Nevertheless,  on  tfie  occasion of each admission,  the publication is 
required of information concerning,  ~t the least,  the  ~ignatories of the 
prospectus,  the terms  of the loan and conditions of the transaction  (Chapters 1 
and  2  of the  annexed debentures. Schedule),  together with  information  con~erning 
any  events of importance for assessing the  security which  have  occurred since 
the date of the latest annual  statement of accounts.  With  regp~d to the latter, 
it m~  be made  available to the public at the banks which  are acting as 
p~ing agents • 
. In the case of debentures issued by the Italian banks  1  "special 
sections" with separate legal personality  ( ce.rtelle fondiarie  and other hke 
securities),  the annual  accotunts  of the special sections must  be published, 
and not  those of the banks  from  which  they  stem. 
Article 8 
/''. 
~*'" 
Guaranteed loans 
T  .....,....,_. 
1~  In the 'case  of loans  covered by a  third company's  guarantee  other then 
in the form  of material  securi.ty,  the prospectus must  carl"'J  informe.tion. as 
specified in the debentures Schedule  concerning both companies  Nhen  the 
issuing company  and  the guarantor company  are  specifically engaged in 
industry and  commerce. 
lfuen one  of tho  t\-10  conpr-.rticc  it: n' f11;1ll.l1cio.l  inati  iutioi'lt  tho.t  part 
ot' tho full,  procpcctuo vth:fdh  rol&t.~<:c · t-0  thn.t  compa.n;Y. e1re>J.l  be  dret-m. up in 
accordance  .,.~ith  tll,u ·  provicibn-s  o:f  Arti  ole 6 •.  " - 9- XV/68/76-E 
2.  In the anne  of loano  issued by  n.  ''pure"  fine.nce  compc:my 1  that.  ~!L_t.,q 
c.vqi1_c;;}?.le  t.<L~.J?.?-r«:m.:L.£Oll.lJ?.@..,.Y.  or, .t~ n.  compli:n;y_ 1i,rect1z O!;_  :ipd.,i,r~?ctl:'L,cffili.~~ 
,,rit!l  .... ih the prospectus must  include,  for the guarantor companies,  the 
information specified in the debentures Schedule  except  for  Chapter  2  and, 
for the  issuing company,  tho..t  is to  aa:y  the "pure"  finance  company,  the 
information specified in Chapters 1,  2  and 3  &~d under  items  51  and  61 
of the debentures  Schedule. 
1,fuen  there is more  than one  guar?..ntor1  the information specified 
in the  Schedule is required from  each,  but  the prospectus may  be abridged 
for the  sake  of making it easier to read,  pursuant to instructions given by 
the authorities. 
3.  For group  loans,  information concerning all the  gue.rantor compcnies 
is required in the prospectus.  T:'hcn  these are too  numerous,  ho;-rever,  the 
authorities shall have discretionary poNer to allow abridgement  of the 
information required of each. 
4.  In all cases of guaranteed loans,  the  guarantee  contract must  be 
annexed to the prospectus unless it is too  voluminous  or difficult for the 
.  /'" 
public to understand.  In  such  a  ce.se 1  .il:!_e  contrg;,s.U~t,_b~m.'!lcl~availalli 
to the publj__c ...  e.t :t:,h,e .J2_rem~ses=o__f  ~thfl.Jir;,8£.9i_al  intermed~Q;:r;:ies  i!£!-Q~d  J.!.! 
the applise,iiq_:u._f.£r  §§m~iQ!LO~,i,n  ih2...Elaci:r:,g. of the  _.§._eC\!;!;_i tl;~ 
Ar.,ticlU 
Convertible loans or  ioans  v.1i th ~K:,rrants attached  .  .*""'*' •  ..,. ==--=er• ""'rnr.- ==  .  .  -. .  . .  ~ 
1.  T:rhen  the request  for admission relates to  convertible debentures or 
to debentures  carrying Jtrarrants,  the prospectus must  contain the  information 
specified in the  shares  Schedule  n.nd  in Chapter  2  of the debentures  Schedule, 
i.e.  information rolnting to the  operntion1  e.s  \"lell  as  the  subscription or 
conversion terms, 
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2.  When  the issuer of the debentures  i~ a  different Company  from  thnt 
,.1hicli · issueci  the  shares~  the ·'prospectus must  contain the informction ·  speciified 
in the debeptures  Schedule  for the firsi  company. and that specified in the 
shares Schedule for the  second  company. 
Hm•rever 1  in the event  of the issuer of the de'bentures bEling  a  11puro11 
finance  companyt  the prospectus need  contain,  in.addition to the subscription 
pr conversion terms,  only the information specified in the debentures  Schedule 
in the abridged form  for the "pure"  finance  compan;y,  i.e. the  info:rmatipn 
specified in Chapters 1,  2  and  3  and under items 51  and  61  of the debentures 
Schedule. 
3.  ~·!hen the currency of the convertible debenture is different  from  that 
of the  shexes,  the effects of any  changes  in currency parities upon the terms 
of conversion or upon the te.:rms  of subscription must  be  indicated. 
Jidmis~~on .t<?.  ~tock exchange JI).l.Q.ta,tion  g_t_se.£.1E'.H,ies  is~~'l,.i..ll,.,.q_~SEtcti.2,n  .. 
Jdth the ,m_ergim .. or  spljj;.t~  .wz .'a{.£..o,E£anj,es,  t_h,..e_j;:<:n,E?.!~-<lU~~t!!...'l~e.: 
I''' 
~- \-!hen  ihe application for admission relates to  securities issued 
if.n  connection Hith an operation involving the merging or splitting of 
pompanies,  the transfer of assets or a  public exchange  offer,  and  when  the 
operation took place l<ti thin the last three years1  the prospectus shall inGlude, 
in addition to the information specified in the shares Schedule or in the 
debentures Schedule as appropriate,  the  foliowin,g'matcrial  Nhich  may  be 
inserted or simply annexed: 
- the  do~~ents presented to the general meeting,. including the report of 
the merger,  the valuation criteria and the  justification for the exchange 
ratio; 
...  the  opening balance sheet  sho~'ring the effects of the operation in question; 
•  information relating to the financial background of each of the companies 
involved;  this information mey  be brief for companies  \'lhich  are alreu.dy quoted. -11- XV/68/76-E 
liov;,§J~}'J.. vJh._en  these  c!o~wno_pj):l_ a.r,e:  too  to!JK._g;:_difficul  t  for the 
~b.l,.!p to  und~rstanCh._t£ey neeg. not_b_s_  insert~ in o;r- ..£¢1-n~:;ed  __ ~ 
J#OSE,P~S.:..£rovi_qe<! t,hat_j;_h~  .•  c:;!.e  .~de avai_±_;;;ble  tQ. th"e  .J~;qb:).j_o. a__tl:!.e 
premt._ses  c:,.Ltge Jinanck'll  i.P\E:l;_;n~diar~e!L_hilvol  v~_$Lin th~  .  .SL-2R.l:!:£..ation  f~r,: 
~dm,ission or  i:;!, .t):!,e  R,lacin_g_of  t~e s,E!s:!;,r_t.!:.i§§.!. 
2.  !ihen less than six months before  admission to stock exchange  quotation 
equivalent  and checked information ha:s  been published prior to an  operation of 
the kind referred to in paragraph 1,  th~ competent authorities of Member 
States may  vm.ive  publication of a  prospectus for  achnission to quotation, 
provided that this information is made  available to the public at the 
~mise~o~  t~t:; .finanQ.ial  _0,\~rn;~;liaries _E;vol  ved ¥; j,_he ..  cum.l.~cation tor 
admission or in.....,.tl.!..e  ;Pl~n_g__o:t;__t_l;e_seCl!.r  ..  i t_i~ 
Article 1! 
1.  Hhen  the application for ndmission relates to certificates representing 
shares,  the prospectus must  contain the  info:rmation specified in the shhres 
Schedule  as regards the  shares represented,  and the  information specified 
in the certificates Schedule. 
2.  Nevertheless,  the authorities may  allo;-r the issuer of the certificates 
to dispense Hi  th the publication of details of its financial  position provided 
for in the .annexed Schedule,  vJhen  the· issuer" is: 
a  bank,  savings bcnk,  credit insti-tution or mortgage  company  ;-rhich is 
quoted on a  stock exchange,  vrhich  publishes its accounts regularly and rrhich 
within the Commtmit;y  is' a  corporation of public-laN status or subject to 
public supervision aimed at  safeguaxding  savings~ 
or an  interprofessional organisation for the transfer of securities; 
or a  trustee institution subject to  special regulations for the  safe 
custody of original shares. 
.; . - 12-
Article 12. 
1.  In connection with the admission to stock exchange  quotation· of 
securities issued by  corporate bodies under public la\'i  Ttlhich  a.re  engaged 
i~ industrial,  commercial  or financial activities,  the general rules  laid 
doTtm  in this Directive shall apply '1-rith  only such adaptations as the 
particula.ri  ties of these enterprises may  require. 
2.  When  these issuers,  or the debentures  issued b,y  them, 'are covered, 
both as tq the redemption of the loan and interest payment,  b,y  the 
unconditional and irrevocable guarantee of a  Member  Stater  the competent 
authorities may  simplify that part of.·the prospectus which  refers to the 
issuer and the issuer's financial position, 1'1hile,  at the  same  time, 
endeavouring to insist upon the publication of this information in accordance 
with  sound practice as adopted on  the  internationnl market. 
Section ITI 
=ct:::C  ..... _, 
Article 13  ...  -~ 
Arrangements  for .e..!lf.Q.:!.cing  the pr..Q.!'l:gec;.tus  ~~g,t~;ire_.'!!,e:t_;,tt, ~d 
for maki_ll.J!. it p~~~cly availabl.,2 
;"•' 
1~  Member  States shall instruct one  or more  national authorities,  public 
or private,  to supervise the enforcement  of the rules in the present 
Directive and  shall notify the Commission  of these authorities7·giving details 
of any division of responsibilities among  them. 
2.  The  prospectus may  not be published,  nor may  it be made  available 
to the public,  before it has  been passed by the competent  authority as 
r¢ferred to in paragraph 1. 
3.  The  competent authority shall give authorisation for the prospectus 
to be published or made  available to the public only if it is of the opinion 
tpat the prospectus satisfies all the requirements of the present Directive, 
apd if it has good  reason to believe that it contains no  particulars or 
omissions likely to mislead the public. 
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4.  In order to carry out their task,  the authorities appointed shall be 
endowed  1vi th all the necessa:F.f  competence  and pavers of supervicion.  In 
particular,  they must  have  the pmver to require the issuer of the  socuri  ties 
for ''rhich  admission to quotation is  sought to furnish all the information and 
to produce all the  docurrients  necessary for them  to  judge  Hhether or not  the 
draft  prospect,~submitted to them  conform to the requirements laid do~m 
in the Directive,  as well as powers  to require the prospectus to be presented 
in the manner  best suited to the characteristics of the issuer and  of the 
securities. They mu'St  also be  provided "Jith poher to check \,rhether  an issuer 
complies with the conditions laid  do~rn in the Directive for a  partial or total 
dispensation from  some  of its requirements. 
Artic~_M 
1.  The  prospectus for ailinission to quotation must  be  published~ 
~ either by  insertion in one  or more  journals ~~e  circulation, 
- or by  making available to the public,  free  of  charge~  copies in pamphlet 
form  at the  headquarters 'of the stock exchange  or stock exchanges  on  Nhich  ,. 
the securities are being admitted to qUotation and  at  the offices of the 
issuer as well as at the premises  of the intermediaries involved in the 
application for admission or in the placing of the securities. 
2.  These  t~Jo  methods  may  be  combined.  In countries where  publication 
of a  prospectus in the press is prescribed not all the information specified 
in the Schedules  annexed to the Directive need be published in the press, 
subject to the  follo~ring conditions: 
tho  information prescribed in the annexed  Schedules but  not  published in 
the press must  be  made  available to the public in pamphlet  form; 
- this pamphlet must  alvmys  be  accompanied by  a  reprint  of the document 
published in the press; 
- the  document  published in the press must  mention the pamphlet  and must 
state where  members  of the public  m~ obtain the. information document  in full  • 
.  ;. Finally,  the  appol'tiq~ent of the information betv-reen  the  tvJO  methods 
must  be  carried out  in accordance with the standards  fixed by law  or by the 
competent  a,uth0rities and under their control. 
3.  It must  be made  compulsory  for the prospectuses to be  lodged in places 
and according to procedures laid down  by  the Member  States. 
gticle !:2 
Deadlines for publishing the  pros~ectus 
1.  When  shares are admitted to quotation the prospectus must  be  published 
or made  available to the public at least eight  days before the date on  which 
the securities admitted to quotation can be the subject of dealings recorded 
in the official list. This  same  eight-day minimum  requirement  must  be respected 
ip the case of issues of convertible debentures or debentures Hi th 1:arr8flts 
attached carrying preferential subscription right!3.  for current.shareholders. 
Tfl.ree  days  at least must  be  alloV>re~ in the case of issues of debentures, 
cpnvertible debentures or debentures with t·rarrants which  do  not  carry 
preferential subscription rights for existing shareholders. 
2.  Moreover,  t-;here  the admission of these secu.ri  ties, is preceded by 
.  /' ,  .. 
negotiation of W  subscription rights giving rise to dealings recorded in 
the official list, the prospectus must  be published or made  available to the 
Pttblic at  lea:st three days before the negot.,!~ opens. 
3.  In the event of the admission of debentures to quotation coinciding 
with the public issue,  and t.;hen  certain terms of the issue  such as the issue 
price or the interest rate are only finalised at the last moment,  the 
authorities may  confine themselves to insisting upon the publication,  at least 
three days before admission,  of a  provisional prospectus omitting this 
information but indicating ho1-:  it V>:ill  be  made  lmown.  This  information must 
be made  lmown:to  the public not later than the day before dealings  commence, 
by putting out either a  complete  prospectus or an addendum  sheet to the 
above-mentioned provisional prospectus,  or alternatively by  a  notiee  in 
t~e press referring to the complete  prospectus and indicating v:here  it may 
be procured. 
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Art  :;.i  c;;.;l;;.;e;,.,;;;l;,;;;6 
~+i,cation Q.f  do,cum§!?.ts  other ::!;,hap,the  prospectus 
1.  As  soon as  a  checked prospectus is published for securities in 
connection with their admission to quotation,  the bills, posters ru1d 
documents  confined to the announcement  of these operations and to an 
indication of the essential characteristics of the securities must  refer to 
the prospectus Md must  state 1orhere  and  ho~J the public may  procure it. 
2.  Documents  containing more  detailed information that are published by 
or on behalf of the issuer,  and  in particular the partial or abbreviated 
prospectus in countries where  its  i~sue is allowed by the authorities,  must, 
in the same  manner  as the complete prospectus,  be  submitted for checking by· 
the competent  authorities,  in order that they may  verify that these  informatory 
documents,  though abbreviated or incomplete,  would not  be  liable to distort 
the public's assessment  of the securities and  in order that they may  call for 
amendments  to be madet  if necessary. 
Furthermore,  these  docurr,ents  must  refer to the  complete prospectus 
and must  indicate Yhere  and h0\,7  it may  be  obtained by  the pUbliCo 
3.  Member  States shall  encour~ the publication of abbreviated 
prospectuses which are clearly presented and  easy for the public to under-
stand and \·Jhich,  whilst  including only the essential  elements of the  annexed 
Schedules,  convey  an objective  impression of the  issuer and of the rights 
attaching to the  securities. 
4·  .The  company  or the financial  intermediaries  concerned in the 
placing of the securities or their admission to quotation may  not,  in 
this connection,  give any information that might  affect assessment  of the 
securities if it does not  appear in the prospectus 2! is not  common 
knowledge. 
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Article 17 
New  factor,£ 
Every  important· new  factor arising bett;een the time  Nhen  the prospectus 
is finalised and v,;hen ·dealings commence  i:r:i  the stock mal'ket  must  be notified 
in a  supplement to the prospectus,  checked in the  same  way  as the latter 
and made  available by  kindred procedures which Nill be decided by the 
competent authorities. 
§.22.\iQ.l! ]]: - Pro<l2.-dure~  .!9:r.;.£.OOI?,~ation  bet1r:~ Member  States 
in the  app~ication of the  Directiv~ 
Article 18 
Operations  ~~ectins several  ~~m.~~~. States 
1.  In the case of simul  tanGous  admission 'to quotation on the· stock 
exchanges  of several  Memb~~~l~~~ of the Community,  the authorities of  .  .  "  .  .  . . 
the Member  States concerned shall establish between themselves all the 
contacts neces·sary to coo.rdinate to the maximum  the requirements  concerping 
prospectuses in order toravoid a  multiplicity  ~f·fo~alities and to accppt 
a  single text  ~·;hich 1rmuld  then only need a  possible transl.ation and supple-
ment  corresponding to the individual requirements of each Member  State 
concerned. 
2.  In the event  of admission to quotation being sought  on a  stock 
exchange  in one  or more  Member  States for securities which have been admitted 
to quotation in another Member  State for less than six months,  the competent 
.  .  .. 
authorities of the Member  States in Nhich admission is being sought  shall 
make  contact \-Tith  the  compete,E.La;l;!~hol~ which~  already admitted the 
securities and shall,  as far as is possible,  exempt  the issuer from  dra1r!ing 
up  a  new  prospectus subject to ar.y  need for updating,  trt>  ... ns:tation or the 
issue of a  supplement  in accordance \d  th the individual requirements  of 
each  Mem~~  ..  Sta~ concerned. 
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A,rticle  1.2 
1.  A Contact  Group  shall be  set up  in the  Commission.  Its function shall 
be: 
a) to facilitate,  ~"Ji thout prejudice to the provisions of Articles 169  and 
170  of the Treaty,  harmonized application of the Directive· through regular 
contacts designed to concert  approaches to the practical problems  connected 
i'ii th its application and,  in particular, . d  th the annexed Schedules,  about 
which  exchanges  of views  might  be  deemed  useful; 
b)  to facilitate a  concerted approach as regards  supplements  and  improve-
ments  to the prospectus '1-rhich  it is permissible for the authorities 
of Member  States to require·or recommend  at purely national level; 
c) to ,!¥lvtse  the Commission,  if necessary,  on  any  add.i  tion~  __ o,r  ~endments t9_be 
made  to ..:!;]1Q..J2..rese~i.J2.irecti  ye. 
2.  The  Contact  Group  shall be  composed  of representatives of the 
Member  States and  of the  Commission.  The  Chairman  shall b~~  represen~t~ 
of the  Co~}ss~_on.  ,-· 
3.  The  G!,oug_  shaJ}_ be  conv;,~~q by the CJ:!.airman,  e~.:'!.l).~:r; .. o.n  his own 
~ative, or_at,_t_he  requ.est_,of*one  of·the memb~s. 
Section V - Final Provisions  ................  -.....  ~__..........  .. 
Article  20 
~~ 
1.  Member  States shall put  into effect,  Nithin h;elve months  of 
notification to them  of the present Directive,  all ~Qvi.~ions necessary 
for  complying with jj, and shall inform the Commission  immediately of  such 
provisions. 
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2.  The  Mem~er States shall communicate to the Commission the texts 
of .IDlbsae!lt~ provisions of national law .-:hich  they adopt  in the areas 
covered b;;,r  the present Directive. 
:mr.ticle  21 
•  *'  • --
The  present Directive is addressed to the :r.1ember  Ctates. - 19  - m/68/76-E 
$_9HJLDULE  A 
§..,cjl..§.!lle  oL.E.:r~  s3!l.ta:t i..Q_i::._ for  ..J2!Q!me.,Q.t-2:t~~S. 
for the admission of slla,res to  stock  exci:t_gn_g_e  ll'll'{"tl:.ii<m 
11.  Name  and function of the natural persons,  name  and registered office 
of the bodies corporate assuming responsibility for the prospectus or,  as the 
case may  be,  for certain parts of it. Should  the~r assume  responsibility for 
certain parts of the prospectus only,  mention these parts. 
12.  Declaration by the .signatories of the prospectus that,  to the best 
of their  knowledge,  the data appearing in that part  of the prospectus for 
which they assume responsibility ere in accordance with the facts and that 
there  C".re  no  omissions  like_ly to affect the bearing of the information. 
13.  Statement  specifying w~i£~.~~g,co~ti~J;_doc~ents  ru1~YLhJ.ch  informati~ 
of a  !_inansi,ad. nq_t_ure  ha._ve  b~eE;,...,£he;c1ced ..E,y_ the  ~.£lf_!Lci<;;_l  audi't9r of  th~ 
company's  a..S.<?.91.!;1l.ts.J.  in the  cas~ of *an  audJ}2.r._f£-O.!;!,~Jlem')Jer. .stc;_te,  or by an 
authorized official auditor in t:1e  case  of an auditor from  non-member 
..........,.  -e=  •  o::*'?e:er:.e,  =~:::T:z=  - .  •-•  =  -e==  •  •. •·  .,.  -=- e- .  ...- ==·  e:  e..e- e-
The  capacity  (organ established under the "Statutes!', or external 
body)  in 1<ihich  the verifications uere carried out  should be  specified,  as 
1trell  as  possible reservations.  The  same  rule shall apply to the consolids.ted 
accounts  contained in the prospectus  • 
.Qll  ..  aRter 2• - .!E.:t<?.l,J!l_a!jq_ll  cong,~,r.nip_g  a~islli,n to  ~t<:.t;Lo.n  '"'BP..cl  t~ 
~curi  ties for  t-fhi~ll aJ2plication_~j:J~in_g l!l-a4_e 
21.  Nature  of the operation (e.g.,  admission to quotation of securities 
already marketed;  admission to quotation uith a  view to stock exchange 
mo.rket ing) • 
.;. - 20  ... 
22.  Information concerning the securities to be  admitted to quotation. 
221,  Ir.dication of the resolutions,  authorizations and approvals 
by Virtue  of· Nhich  :the Securities were  created,  ~l!e:r;_~  i;.h~~ 
re~~utLons,  autho~iza~qas or approvals do  not  ~te back more 
_ih..?;P._fj_yEl_..x;.ear,l!:  type of operation .and  amount  thereof. lTurnber  of 
securities created,  if predetermined. 
222.  Concise  description of the rights attaching to the securities, 
inter alia extent of the voting rights,  entitlement to share in the 
profits and to the liquidation surplus,  any  privileges. Time-limit 
after Hhich  dividends  lapse and indication of the party in whose 
'  favour this provision operates. 
223.  Arra.ngem'ents  for transfer of the securities and any restiti·ctions 
on their free negotiability (e·.g.,  clause establishing approval 
requirement). 
224.  Date  from  which  dividends become  pay~bl~• 
225.  The 'stock exchange  or exchanges to which  admission is or may 
be applied  for~  ' 
/~ ,. 
226.  The  institutions Nhich,  at the time of admission,  are the 
paying agents of the company  in the countr.y where  the admission occurs. 
23.  Information concerning issue and placing of securities:  should an 
issue prospectus not have been published and when  the issue and the 
admission to quotation occur at the  same  time,  or t-rhen  the issue  .. preceded 
admission to quotation by  less than three months,  the  follm~ing items  of 
information shall appear in the admission prospectus.  The  information 
provided for in point  23 1  so  far as-applicable,  shall also be  supplied for 
privately issued securities·at the time of.their admission to stock exchange 
quotation. 
230.·  For the securities referred to in point  22,  indication of any 
preferential rights or exclusion of preferential rights for 
existing shareholders.  b1 the latter case,  the reasons  for the 
.; . - 21'  - .. 
excJ.-.::si·:m  n..."ld,  in the case of nn  iss·ue for cash,  for the choice of the 
issue priee of .the necurities,  \d  th indication of the bel1cficiairies of the 
exclusion. 
231.  Tho  tot<:1l  amount  on offer to the public and the nurnber of 
securities offered,  ,.;here  applicable by  category. 
232,  If tl1G  public offer is  be.~ng or has been made  simultaneously  on 
severc,l marl:Gts  and.  if a  tranche is being or has been reserved for 
~ortain of  thee~,  indicate the tr&nches. 
233.  The  issue or  subscription price,  distinguishing the par value  or 
the  amou.t>t  pJ.aced to capital,  the issue premium  and the  ar.:ou."lt  of ar.;JT 
expenses  e::plici:"tly  charged to -the  purchaser or subscriberi  -the  methods 
of  pc:.;yme~t  of the price,  inter w.lia as regards the  paying-up  of securities 
1-1hich  are not fully pc:.id-up. 
· ·  234.' ·  'The  procedure  fo':r· ·exercise· of the preferential r:l.ght:-1,  the 
. negotiability ~f subscr:iption rights.;  \·rhat  happens to unexercised rights. 
.  . 
235.  Period during  ~:hich the issue is or \·:as  open arid.  indication of the 
· finDncial  institutions resporisible for receiving the public's subscriptions. 
236.  Bethocls  and .time-limits for delivery of the  securities,  possible 
237.  'Imlicatiori of the  persons i.u1denrriting or  guara.."lteeing the issue 
for -the  issuing company.  II the issue is being guaranteed privately by 
·n:atural persons,  thia fact is to be indicated  '~i  th~ut mentioning them 
by  r1ame.  Fhere not all of the issue is 1fldenrri  tten or guaranteed,  the 
· ·portion not  covered. is to be mentioned. 
~..  ~: 
.. 
'  . 
.; . 2(.1.. 
\ 
~  ·..  . . 
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238.  Estimate  ot: the overall  a.rnount  an9./ or -~ount per .security 
of the charges r0lating_ ~o  ..  tb,e  iss~e operation,  rnur-J.ng  a 
dist5.nction at  le<>.s-t  bet':ieen -the  legal and ad.J,linis·brative  expensea 
en the one hand1  and the  overall remuneration of the financial 
intermed:i.arie·s  on the other' (inCluding the unclerHri"i-ing  commission 
or margin,  guarantee  commission,· placing· commisdon). 
239~  Net  proceeds accruing to. the  company~ frorn the issue  and.  . 
plamwd appropriation of these proceeds  (eog•t  financing of the 
investment  programme  or-reinforcement of the. company's' financial 
si-tUL'.tion). 
Information conce:rning aclm':ission to quoto:tion. 
241.  Description of the securities the adr.lission of ':hich is applied 
for and,  inter alia,  number  or overall ·par value;  e·xa.ct  designation 
or  c~tegory,  seriel numbers ]!here kn~ 1  coupons  attached,  etc  •• 
242.  If the  securities are to. be placed by introduction on the 
s_tock  exchange,  the number  of securities made  available to the market 
~d/~r the overall  par value  and,  •,·;here  2.j>plicable,  th~ min{muni  sale 
. ~ ... .-
price. 
243.  If lalm-m,  the date ·on  Hhich the net-1  s~curities ,,ilibe iizted. 
244.  If securities of the srune  cat  ego:ry. are already listed on one 
. or more  stock  ~:x:ch~Ges, .me11tion 'is to be made  of this o; these 
. stock  e~:change£J and1;  ·in  so far as the .data mentioned  bel~\./ .are · 
available  1  for the last fiVe  financial years C.Ud  for the cUi-rent 
finan'cial year as regards the :prinCipal  stoc~ e::;:~hc.nge or stock 
exchanges: 
2441.  The  number of securities listed or their overall 
par valy,e:. 
2442.  The  volume of transactions by number of the  securities 
and/or their market  value. 
.;. 25. 
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2443 •.  ~e adjust,ed higc'1est  and  lmvest prices,  i.e., 
rendered  comparable  so  as to te.ke  account  of opere.tions that 
have  ocDurred in respect  of the capital  (increase,  d.ecreace, 
splitting,  rearrangement).  The  adjustment  formulae utilised 
are to be  indicated~  • 
2444.  The  adjusted profit per share  and  the adjusted 
dividend per share,  i.e.,  rendered comparable  so  as to 
take account  of operationsthat have  occurred in respect 
of the capital  (increase,  decrease,  splitting,  rearrangement). 
The  adjustment  formulae utilised are to be  indicated. 
245.  If securities of the· same  category are not yet  admitted to 
quotation but  are dealt :b;g}~~or mq_re  ot.hv;,...m.9J:,k,!;..ts  sul2,i~ct  t,Q 
,::_e~tion,  J..nJ~¥  opera.1_ion  and  ::@.cogniz~<t and  open,  the 
moat  recent prices on  those market2  in so  far as  such publicity 
is permitted;  -the  market  on  ;;hich these prices Here  recorded and 
the source  from  which  they were  taken. 
246.  ·Public take-over bids or exchange  offers involving the 
company's  spares  and public exchange  offers which have been made 
by the company  during the last financial yec::r  and the  current 
·financial year,  mentioning the  conditions of the offer and its 
result. 
If,  simultaneously or almost  simultaneously \-Ti th the creation of 
securities for Hhich admission to quotation is being sought,  securities of 
the  same  nature are  subscribed or placed privately or if securities of other 
categories are  created vJi th a  vieu to their public or private placing,  details 
are to be given of the nature of these operations and of the number  and 
characteristics of the  securities to which  they relate. 
.; . 31.  Status of the  compo.n;:,r. 
311.  Name  or style,  registered office and,  where  appropriate, 
principal e.dministrative establishment,  if the latter is different 
from the registered office-..  . 
-· 
312.  Date  of incorporation and,  if the life ·of the  company  is 
limited,  the date of its expiration. 
313.  Legislation under vrhich the  company  operates and legal  form 
Hhich it has  adopted. in the  frame\wrk of this legislation. 
314-•  Indication of the company's  objects and reference to the 
. Article of the "Statutes" in which the;r are described. 
315.  Indications of the placeo where it is possible to  consult the 
coordinated "Statutes",  balance  sheets and reports,  decisions concerning 
the appointment  and 'aismiss~l of membe~s of the company's  organs,  as 
well as  any other .doomnent  quoted in the prospectus and accessiql-e to 
the public,  and  o~.  the place. where  the dispatch of ,the latest company 
report  ma;y- be applied for.  Places Nhere  the p;r-ospectuses  relating to 
the operations in respect  of issue or admission to quotation per-
formed  ~~ the  company  in the course of the past  fi~e years may  be 
consulted by the public. 
316.  Time-limits for and m'.ys  of  calllng  g~neral meetings.  Date  and 
place of the next.General Meeting,  if the:::e  are known. 
321.  The  amount· of the capital  subscribed and its composition;  the 
part of the  subscribed capital still to be paid up,  with indication 
of the number  (or the overall par value)  and nature of the  seour~ties 
not yet fully paid-up,  broken dcnm,  \·rhere  applicable,  according ijo  the 
degree to '<1hich  they have  been paid up. 
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322.  When  there is an authorised capital or authority for a 
contingent  co>pital  increase,  inter alia in connection ,,rith 
convertible bond's  is.sued or subscription options granted,  inC::.icc..to: 
the  amount  of this authorised or "contingent11  capital and,  where 
appropriate,  the· duration of the authorisation; . 
- the  cc;>tegories  having a  preferential right of subscription for 
these additional  portions~of capital; 
the terms  and arrangements  for the  share issue corresponding to 
these portions. 
323.  If there exist several  categories of securities, .whether 
representing the capital or not,  mention their principal characteristics 
1  and the number of shares or "parts"  issued. 
324.  Conditions  governing changes  in the  co.pito>l  and in the respective 
rights of the  various  categories· of securities,  in so  far as they 
depart  from  the general  la11. 
325.  Outline  t~ble of changes in the capital covering,  in  principle, 
/' 
at least the laot  fi\ire  years,  as vJell  as the most  ir;Iportant  events 
prior to that periocl.  Tic:'.te  and concice description of the successive 
operations  changing the capital or its composition  (mentioning 
_premiums  on issues or assets brought  in). 
326.  Indi9ation of any natural  o:t,J-._e_g,<~}  person •rho  directly or in-
directly,  alone  or jointly •-::ith  other shareholcLers7  J.U.  tct~~ controls 
the  company,  mentioning the· amount  of the participation and in any 
event,  in so far as it is common  knot~~c!ge or knot-m  to the  company, 
-any holding of l_q_l  or more  of the  subscribed C?-pital,  E!~:tJ.oni~  tJ.~~ 
.<¥no~t-.of  _th,I\:;.P.§:..r.t~~Si.,P.,c:.iJrQB~.  "Joint  control"  mea.ns  control exercised 
by  trro  or more  companies  or persons who  have  concluded among  them-
selves an  agreement  vrhich might  lead them  to adopt  a  common  policy 
in reln.tion to the  cor:1pan;~r  in question. 
111Parts11  give profit-sharing rights but  do  not  represent  any  capital value 
(Translator's note). 41· 
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327.  If the prospectus-publishing company  belongs to a  group  of 
~niter~'risos,  a  c.escriptio11 of the group  and of the place it 
occupies therein. 
328.  Book  vaiue and par value  (or accounting par value) of its 
own  securities repurchased or held qy  the_  company  if these  securities 
are not  isolatea in the balance  sheet;  origin end object  of this 
repurchase. 
Principal activities of the company. 
In the- sect~ons where  the description of the company's  activity is 
required only for the current financial year and the last financial year and 
if it is considered that this period is too short to reflect meaningfully the 
company•s  developmen~, it is advisable to add  i~dications about  the previous 
financial years. "In  so  far as the compru-::y.'s  development  ;.rithin the reference 
period has been influenced by  exceptional  events,  e.g.t an important merger, 
these events are to be  indicated. If possible,  the data should be presented . 
in such a  uay as to enablil'a oompr>.ricon  to be made  of the trend from  one 
financial year to another. 
411.  Description of the company's principal activities, mentioning 
the r.1ain  categories of products manufactured and sold a:nd/or  services 
performed.  Indicate  important  ne11  products  anc11  as far as possible, 
the proportion of the tu.rnover attributable to nev-r  products 
developed l'd  thin the last five years. 
412.  _The  above  description m~ contain indications concerning the 
.,..  .  . .  . . 
deyelopment  of the company's  relative  pq~ition in its principal 
. branches of activities, if these  indic~tions can be bas?d,  as to 
their  si~1ificance and comparability,  on figures  emanating from 
qualified institutions,  and  the source  given. 
. '  .;. 42. 
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413.  Breakdovm,  by principe.l.branches of activities,  of the net 
e~ount of the turnover in the course of the  ~ast five  finsnci~1 
yearsJand,  if these figures are  significant,  the production volumes 
of the principal  produ~ts.· Any  reiati;ely homogeneous  activity 
which  contributes more  than 15 %  to the turnover is considered 
a  branch of activity. 
414.  Information on the  structure of ~1.!12R.~-.:'3S,U_!9,.Gf,?. .,?11.9._~~ 
f.Q~jh..2_...I;:;,£.dt;9ts  or_~r:j.~~' if possible,  a  breakdown of the 
net  amount  of the turnover by principal geographical  or economic 
zones. 
415.  Location,  relati.ve  _  _J3i,~-~<¥1A_q,eve~,o.:'.?E1.~"t.*of the  Cl..S.t~"'{i,~ 
of the  company's  principal  establishments and information about 
the real estate mmed.  Any  establishment ><hich  c>,ccounts  for more 
than 10  ~;  of turnover or production is consicl.ered to be a  principal 
establishment, 
416.  For mining,  extraction of hydrocarbons,  quarrying,  etc., 
description oj.the deposits,  estimatG of the  economically 
exploitable reserves  and expected period for vihich they vlill be 
exploited,  indication of the period. and principal conditions  of 
th~ concessions  and the  economic  conditions of their exploitation, 
indicating the state of progress of the actual  exploitation. 
and ,grofl,~ of: 
a) ~me  :r;,sh~ o;t_in~~.:t.!:i  .a),...,P.l:o.,P.~r;f;,Y.J':b.&:h  t!i.. .ill  at  <;;_nt !it. _t:t;,a;~e. ,!l!arks_al1ci d~s  i,~ 
.£!. of  t~ft  ..  11se  ..£.f.~s_ll_h~l§. .kl...._QF J;SS..h,_'med  to or,Ey the  ~c.om.v~ 
g~;:t:i,_c.:ilar.., i,ll the  fo:r;,m  S?.Lli,.cen.ces,  vil};_e1,l!e!:.%e.xcly.siy~*<E- no~~ 
contr~buti~~. to"ot~er ~om~*~ie~ 
b)  indust_rial 4  cop~r_ct~l .al1cl f)  ..  ~c;Yls.i.al  C.£..Bi:t:'¢:.Ct s.; 
c)  Pl§!l,;tlf~cj;;ri}l£.  t._~~i*C@~.!?.- ap._j. _sge.ciaJ.i  tie,~. 
If this is the case,  all that will be  required is to describe 
concisely,  anc1  '-'Iithout  divulging industrial secrets,  the factors lfhich have  a 
particular imp:)rtance.  .;. ·-.r 168 1 ~6  7  ..  v;.  1 1  -"' 
43.  l?..!~..?-t.~C?P on the  r§:.~e.,P..cll  ...  ~d.  development ,;gQ.licy  ... f~  new  products 
~N  ... ~~e  .  ..?<£lo'W.t  o{ e.;r-Q.eJldi tpre  ~:t:f~cj;ed ..!<rr. .•  \l!i~_JlUr.J?,o~e  o'l{_er 
j;l:.~  •.•  r./::Ft.fi.'-:?~tti:-7..C.iR) ~eEq;,s  .£:'1cl.c~:;tsessJ:r<mt  of  tl.le.,!!'lf~enc~ o~ 
Jl_olicy  ~11 tht  <m,~r*a"li.ons and  prof:i,_iill_~li  t;y_  o:t.:i!!.e .,s:omP¥l,J:• 
44.  lpformation on1  disp~tes and factors interrupting acti~ties (e.g. 
strikes,  accidents) which have had Jp_j,he  rec._e_!lt  pa;U or might  have  a. 
significant  impact  on the net \'10rth,  financial position or results of the 
company. 
45.  Average numbers  employed and their trend in the course of the past 
five financial years (if this trend is significant) with,  if possible,  a 
brea.kdmm of persons  employed by principal branches. 
46.  Investments. 
461.  Description,  t·:i th figurest  of the principal  investments,  in-
cluding trade investmentc acquired,  in the course of the past five 
financial years, 
462.  General  indications concerning the investment  programme  in 
course of  imple~etitation,  including its overall cost,  its methods 
of financing,  the nature of the  investments,  in so far as these 
indications are necessary for assessing the use  of the fUnds  collected  .  - ~ 
in relation to the programme  as  a  \'Thole.  By  investment programme  in 
course of implementation is mee.nt  not  only the projects whose  execution 
has already started.but,more widely,  the whole  body of  investment 
projects Vlhich  are inter-linked to aD  extent  .SUCh  that the 
commissioning or profitability of the investments already effected 
or in course of e:x:ec::ution  dep_ends  on .the  implementation .of all the 
investment  projects constituting the programme.  .  .  ..  .  . . 
463.  A table  sho~1ing the sources ·a:nd  utilisation of furids.  must be 
supplied,  relating to the past five "{inanoial years and the current 
financial year. 
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.Qha.ater;.,2.  - J..n,fo  .  .zm~_ion  ~2?<::.~-~j,_:r;g_the net. ~orth,  fi.ll<fl1~had. si  t'Uc;:li<?.E 
,Wlcl.  ;r~~t9._N~ t.h,c  ,9,qr,;g;'¥l;l 
51.  General rules. 
511.  Comparative table summarizing the  1?,.,a}anQ.EL_s_h~et  @§;_j;]l,2 
12.t,of.,i"t . ¥1d  lo§.S .aecc~unt relating to the past  five financial years 
so  e..s  to bring out  the essential factors,  ensuring ho~1ever .that the 
-·.,; 
rearrangement  of the published accounts does  not affect their 
··.  informative value  • 
.kl2le,r.e,.L ,_t!uril'l£.  tl!_e  J2.erio<LC?.£.1!:~ti_~!Z. the  five .,!i.n¥s:!;?-l .z_ea.!fLlllellt:!.£.n~d,; 
.<;.1z.o  ..  '!,e 4  ~v.en..t.  s  hay_~-0.9.9..u,r~e.£!. m~n_g.  cr;;m;pa~b,:i.£  t,;y_  Q!...th~ e ~s_entW 
itE?~s. in j_he  b<;,.l,J¥lce  sqe~~s '¥J.<LTI,rofit  and_  'lo~.££COUl1t.!!  im_gQ.~i_!Jj.e 4 
this should be stated. 
'=-x*"br:t  _._  .  .  ,_.,. 
5l2.  The  armual  accounts  (~lqnQ! sl;_eet,  .:g,ro  ...  :tit*ar,;_d_)-.£~8  aCCQ.\!lli.  ...  ~llC! 
.~e;:es) relating to the last tci'O  completed finn.ncic,l years as 
approved by  the  gener~l meeting of shareholders must  be  appended. 
If more  than nine months  have  elapsed since the date on  v1hich  the 
last financial year '.ms  closed,  a  recent provisional financial  state-
Tilent  must be  in-serted in the prospectus,  or appended to it. 
513.  Should the  annual  accounts not be  cl..ra11m  up  in conformity 'dth 
1  the provisions of Council Directive No •••••  of ••••••••  and  should 
. they not give a  _t~t.J:l:tu+...;:.EU:+ect,~ of the net ,-;orth,  financial 
situation and results of the  company,  they must  be  accomp~~ied by 
eX;_Jlanatory  notes and  comments;  more  detailed disclosure  in the 
prospectus may  be called for  and explicit mention must  be made  of 
corrections and amendments  in relation to the published accounts. 
514.  If the  company  dra'!'rs  up  consolidated accounts,  the information 
provided for in Items  511,  512  and  513  shall be given on the basis 
of the consolidated accounts  as ioJell. 
1  o.~~ N;~-c 7 of  28  January,- 1972 
.; . .,.  30.-
·~  ~ 
52.  Indiridtial details relating to the enterprises. in 1-~h~ch the 
prospeotus-publishing compai1Y  llolds'at least 10% of the capital: 
521.  Name,  registered office. 
522.  Proportion of capital held. 
523•  Capital subscribed. 
524.  Reserves. 
525.  Result of the last financial year. 
1'hese details shall be presented,_ if possible in the  form  of.a 
synoptic table in the prospectus,  unless they already appear in the 
annual  accounts  appended to it. 
53.  Individual details relating to the  companies  in which the prospectus-
publishing cc1:npa:rzy  has a  substantial holding likely to influ(mce assessment 
of its net 'l'rorth,  financial  situation or results. 
These details musJ; .. be given,  inter alia,  for the  companies  in '·rhich 
the prospectus-publishing company  directly or indirectly holds at  least 
25 %  of the capital,  or \-rhen  the value of this holding represents at least 
10 %  of the pai<!-up  capital of the prospectus-publishing compan;y,  or vrhen 
this holding accounts for at  least 10 %  of the latter company's  earnings. 
Hm,:ever,  for holdings in  .\eompanies belonging to third countries,  the 
details provided for in items  531  to 535  need not be  given_ in an individual 
manner but  rnay  be  amalgamated d  th the details provided for in i tern  54· 
In addition to the details mentioned in items  521  to 525,  the 
folloNing indice.tions must  be  given: 
531.  Field of activity. - .31  - XV/68/76-E 
532.  'Z.?-lue  at  'l»Thich  t~_l'Q.SI?ecill;;'d'.lblJ.:s~-~cll).-p,ari_;y:_~£9Lds 
the  shares or "parts" held. 
533.  Amount  still to be paid up  on these shares or 11parts" held. 
534.  Net  turnover in the course of the last financial year. 
535.  Amount  of dividends received in the course of the last 
financial year in respect  of  shares or "parts" held. 
536.  Amount  of the prospectus-publishing company 1s  claims 
on the company  in which it has  a  substantial holding, 
537q  Amount  of the prospectus--publishing company's  debts to 
the  company  in which it has  a  substan1ial holding. 
538.  Amount  for \-Jhich  the prospectus-publishing company 
guarantees,  endorses  or  s~cures the  commitments  of the  company 
in Nhich it has  a  substantial holding. 
54·  Overall  information relating to all the  enterprises taken together 
.  .  ~··  . 
in 'ltrhich  the prospectus-::;mblishing company  holds at least 10  '1a  of the 
capital and l'l"hi ch  are not  referred to in i tern  53: 
Same  details as those provided for  in items  532  to 538  but 
presented in overall  form  and broken down  as bet'l'reen  companies  of the country, 
companies  of other member  countries and  compro1ies  of third countries. 
55·  1'1hen  the prospectus  comprises  consmlidated accounts,  there shall 
be indicated in an  annex: 
551.  The  consolidation principles applied and,  if applicable, 
any  exdeptions to andreviations  from  these principles. 
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The  follol'ling details are to be  indicated,  inter alia.: 
- the selection criteria fbr the companies  included in. the 
consolidation; 
- the method(s)  of consolidation utilised: overall or proportional 
integration,  placing on  an  equivalent  footing; 
- the rates of exchenge  used for the consolidation of the foreign 
companies; 
- the methods  of eliminating profits resulting from  transactions 
among  the companies of the group; 
the ~  in \'lhich  the  stocks  ~-rere  integrated;  in particular, 
explanations must  be provided in the  event of the non-
elimination of the  intra-group profit; 
- if  appropriate,  the details relating to the underlying fiscal 
situation of tho  group,  t~cing account of timing differences 
in the payment  of corporation tax; 
- the definition of the consolidated turnover; 
- the  scope  of'''the  consolidation of the ;r"esults  (total,  partial 
or  simplifie~ consolidation); 
the  changes  which  have occurred,  in relation to the accounts 
published for the previous financial year,  in the principles 
set forth above. 
552.  List of companies  include~. in the consolidation,  name 
and registered office. It may  be sufficient to distinguish 
them  by a  sign in the list of companies for which  detai~~-~re 
provided for in item  52. 
553.  For each.of the.companies  included in the C¢naolidation, 
other than the prospectu.s-pul:lishing Cl')mpany:  -\ 
'--:~~  the total proportion of .ll:lkt±E-~.X....i:ll-~Ee~ts,  if the accounto- . j#~"ii:Yf 
:~.  ~::P:::::  o::h:o:::~~~:::i::o:~:ated on the  basis of  : ,_, 
the interests,  if consolidation has been effected on  a  pro rata 'b.;u~i.R  •. :  .~ 
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56.  hlhen  the company  performs  a  significant proportion of its 
activities through the intermdediary of companies  controlled by it and managed 
as a  single unit,  the  det~ils concerning the activity of the company 
(Chapter 4),  its recent  development  and~ its prospects  (Chapter  7)  must  be 
provided for the whole unit, in ad.d.i tion to concise details .for the· prospectus-
publl. shing compa1-zy  ind.i  vidi.lally. 
61.  Name,  first name,  place of residence and function in the company 
of the follovring persons,  f!i.entioning !the principal act:b·vi ties performed 
by them  outside the company  lJJhen  they are significant  in relation to the 
prospectus-publishing company  (inter alia,  the most  significant director-
ships and  im:z>ortant  ±·unctions in other companies).  The  activities of 
significance for the  company  performed by these  same  persons in the course 
of the past five years if they .joined the company  less than five years  ago. 
611.  Members  of the  adminis~rative,  directing or supervisory 
organs, ·as well as the  other persons who  assume  the management  of 
the  company  at_,.. ,the highest level. 
612.  General partners in the  case of a  ~artnership limited 
by  shares. 
613.  Founders,  if the  company  has been .established for less than 
five years. 
62.  Interests of the directors,  etc.,  in the company. 
621.  Remuneration paid for the last completed financial year under 
any  heading t..matsoever,  as· a  charge to overheads  or the profit 
appropriation account,  to the administrativet  directing or  super-
visory organs.  Overall  amount  for  each category of organ.  In 
addition,  the total remuneration paid to the members  of these 
organs of the prospectus-publishing company  by all the companies 
controlled by  it and managed  as  a  single unit must  be indicated  • 
.  ; . ?;_--:  . - .. ~~  __ .  .:.._  ~-. 
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622.  Options  granted to the members  of the administrative, 
directing  o~ supervisory organs  and to the other persons referred 
tQ  in point  611,  with respect to securities of the  company: 
terms  and conditions of these options. 
623.  information about  the ns.ture  and extent of the direct or 
indirect interests of the directors and managers  or' of the persons 
they repr·esent  in transactions  \>~'hich  are unusual by their character 
or their conditions,·  effect~d by the company  (such as purchases 
outside the normal  ~ctivity,  acquisition or disposal of  fixe~ 
.asset  items,  lease contracts with subsidiaries or persons 
mention~d above)  in the  co~se of the last financial year and 
during the current financiel year. t.rhen  such unusual transactions 
were  conclude.d  in the course of previous financial y-ears  and 
their effects a:c·e  still being felt,  information on these 
transactions· must  also be  given  •. 
624.  Overall indication of all the loans granted by  the company 
to the persons referred to in point 611,  as ,,Tell  as of the 
guarantees  constituted by  the company  in their favour. 
63.  Staff benefits. 
.. -- . 
.  . 
..  - ·.(  -;  ·~  ..  -·t 
·.  .  .  ~-
631.  Brief description of the policy foilowed \-ri th regard to 
._staff benefits and more  particularly .•dth regard to profit-sharing 
contracts or supplementary retirement pension  ~ontra.cts;  as regards 
the latter point,  steps taken to ensure provision for them. 
Description of the  special benefits of a  contractual  character 
when  the probable trend. of the charge -they  represen-t  is J.ikely 
to exert a  marked  influence on this category of expenditure. 
· 632.  Op~ions granted to the  ~taff on  shares in the company • 
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633.  Overall  indication of all the ioans  grro1ted  by  the 
company  to the staff and  of the  ~guarantees constituted. in 
their favour. 
64.  Name,  address,  capacii;y and.  occupation of the persons responsible 
for checking the accounts.  · 
Chapter .h - ~t  devel,:Qp,meni_ ancl  ':£.9Spects  of the  S,O£ll.J?.¥1.1l 
?1.  General  indications concerning the trend in the  company's 
business since the  end of the last :financial ;y-ear  and  compa:>"iDon  w-ith 
the  corresponding pe:dod of the previous financial year. Hhen  this 
information is already available in interim reports,  it v:ill  suffice to 
append.  the  said. reports to the prospectus made  available' to the public. 
The  follouing data are to be  supplied,  inter alia: 
?11.  The  net  turnover since the beginning of the financial 
year. 
.~··· 
712.  A description of the most  significant recent  trends in 
production and.  stocks. 
A description of recent trends in costs and  selling prices. 
General  information on  the state of the order book. 
---=-~ ---.- - ===-==- ............ ~ 
72.  Company  prospects. 
The  prospectus must  clearly bring out the  fact that this part consists of 
estimates or intentions which might  not materialise. 
721.  Brief indications  on the projected investment  programme  in 
so  far as the  company  has already made  firm  decisions  on  this or 
has  prepared the  ground by recent financial  operations and \..rhere 
the programme  is likely to exert an  important  influence on the 
company's  future  financial policy,  particularly its self--financing 
policy. .. 
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722.  An  es"\;imate: concerning the_company's  commercial  and 
f~nancial prospects may  be  inserted in the prospectus,  provided 
that it is backed by  figures  (concernil').gt  for example•  the trend 
of business conditions,  of the markets  and of the order book, 
~he ·influence of capital spending by  the company  and  its 
competitors)  and by pointers that are  A~~ly likely to .prove 
accurate. 
723'.  If possible,  general  indications concerning the profit 
distribut.ion and .retention policies which the company  lbontemplates 
f'olloHing or proposing to the meeting of shareholders  and particularly, 
if applicable,  concerning the policy on the issue of securities 
in co:rmection with capi  tali  sat  ion of all or part of the l'eserves 
or increases  in value1  and  concerning the .operation of any 
dividend equali;:;ation reserve.· - 37·.::  XV/68/76-E 
SCHEDULE  B 
eeee- ..  *'a..-=r--t' 
·  S<z!l  ..  e.!!l~  2,f  presentatioll...:to~gs~ctus;::.Uor W  ad£!1J!ls._tq,n  to 
stocL~s!_l_an.@.  gu.otat:i.Q~_.2f....£ebentures issued by i1!9-ustrial 
.9Y  C9,!f~e~al undertaki~ 
11.  Name  and function of the natural persons,  name  m1d  registered office 
of the bodies  corporate assuming responShility for the  prosp8ct11s  or,  as the 
case may  be,  for certain parts of it. Should they assume  ree~onsibility for 
certain parts of the prospectus only,  mention these parts. 
12.~  Declaration by the  signatories of the prospectus that 1  to the best 
of their knovlledge,  the data appearing in that part of tho prospectus for 
Nhich they assume  responsibility are  in accordance Hith the facts and that 
thereare no  omissions .likely to affect the bearing of the  information. 
-13.  Statement  specifying  lihJ£-l},_,.i;.CS!Q~t  ~_g_Jl9cument  s  ansL,:rl!j.ch  in:t,9.-rmati..Q!1 
of a  financial nature have been  c~c}£,ed by the 2f!icial;.  ...  'l•~;<~ito·r  of the 
companyt s  ~9£.o~ts in the__,s;s._e,<?J:  a:J:LJ;l¢.dl:_t9r. from  a  Meml!_~!.,;':ltc;t.eLor by  an. 
authorized official auditor in the_~ase~f an auditor from  n9n~member 
countries.  The  capacity (organ established. under the nstatutesn  or external 
body)  in which the verifications were  carried out  should be  specified,  as 
well as possible reservations.  The  same  rule shall apply to the consolidated 
accounts  contained in the prospectus. ~~...@~r's cex:t\t~.cq;!;e  shall  appea.r 
in the  pro~es:t.,ul:l• 
21.  Conditions of the loan. 
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211.  The  nominal  amo~t of the loan;  if this amount  i~ 
f.i::::ed,  ~statement to t.!!!.s.  eff'ect must  be mc.de;  the nature  cu1d  the 
amount .of the denominations  available  an~,  l'lhere  appr9priate,  their 
number  -~d number.ing. 
212.  The  issue and redemption prices and the nominal  interest 
, , ..  , . ·  -~ate;  :i;.f  se:treral  interest rates are provided for,  an indiC.ation of  ....  ~  .,  .  '·.  .._  '· ;-· 
the condi  tiona for  changes in the. rate.  In the :event  of the 
·securities being 'issued continuously at  a  variable price following 
the trend of the markets,  information is to be given,  if possib~, 
concerning the limit issue prices applied. 
213.  ~e procedures for allocation of any  other financial advantages 
of·~~hich account  cannot be  taken in the yield,  for eiample prizes, 
· share in profits,  indexing,  etc.  and;  \<rhere  applicable,  the ·basis 
of calcU.:;.ation of the variable factors  and the publicity given to 
these;  the probable  incidence on yield'of a variation ofthe,parameter. 
••'  . .  214~  Tax \vi thheld at sourct?  on the  income  from  securities in,. the 
country of  ori~in wd/  or the  country of quotation.  :{ndicat.i9~. as to 
···  :'.  \'Ihether the ·iSSUing Company  assumes responsibility for  t}l~ \'ti,th...; 
holding of tax at source. 
215.  Amortization. 
2151.  .The amortization plan .for the loan tdth any .possibilities 
of early redemption at the option of the issuer  ..  and/  or 
subscriber and the way  in \<rhioh  early  rederrrp~ions'or 
stock exc}tange, ,or  over-the-counter buying-in  1rli~l affect 
'  .  .  ~ .  ., .. 
the amortization plan;  method of operation bf any· 
sinking fund. 
2152.  Amortization procedure:  technique of drawing by lot 
and publicity therefor,  repurchase  on the stock e:fihauge, 
repurchase by mutual  agreemtnt. 
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216.  The  financial institutions which,  at the time of admission, 
are the paying agents of the  company  in the  count~J where  the 
admission takes place. 
217.  Currency of the loan. If the loan is denominated in units 1 
of account,  the contractual status of these;  currency option. 
218.  Time  limits. 
218i.  Period of the loan and any  interim due  dates. 
2182.  The  date from  ilrhich  interest becomes  pa;:,<-al)le  and the 
due  dates for interest. 
2183.  The  time limit  on  the validity of claims to  interest 
and repayment  of principal. 
2184.  The  procedures and time  limits for the, delivery of the 
securities and the creation of scrip,  t;here  applicable. 
219.  Any  other factor necessary for the calculation of the yield 
or for the assessment  of the value of-the securities. The  method 
of calculating the yield is to be specified. 
22.  Legal  information. 
221.  Reference to the resolutiorq  authorizations and  approvals 
by  virtue of 1-rhich  the  securities were  created or ~rhich constitute 
a  prior condition for issue or a&nission to quotation, ~ 
;!i.h!JS8  re_~~ti2n~ auth..£tj._zat:j.ons  an~  a:PEroy§l;~,jot}.Q_lt  d~e__~ck 
.tll£,:cr;._\4?£.five  :vea.:r~?.. 
_222.  Nature  and  scope of  the guarantees,  sureties and  commitments 
intended to  ensure that the loan will be  duly serviced as regards 
both interest  and capital repayment.  The  texts of the contracts 
relating to  such  guarantE:es,  sureties and  commitments  should be 
accessible to the public. 1·lhen  there are no  such  sureties,  guarantees 
or commitments  this fact  must  be mentioned. 
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223.  Organization of representation for the body  of debenture 
holders  o~ trusteeships;  name  or denomination  ~~d head office of 
the representative of the debenture holders,  the main  conditions 
of such representation and particula:t:•ly the condi  tiona under which 
the representative may  be repla.ced.  The  texts of the contracts 
relating to these  fonns  of representa'!;ion must  be  a.ccessible to 
the public. 
224.  Mention of clauses subordinating the loan to other debts of 
th.e  company  already contracted or to be contracted in the future. 
225o  The  legi~lation applicable to the securities and the courts 
competent  in the event of litigation. 
226.  Arrangements  for transfer of the securities,  registered or 
bearer,  and. any restrictions on their negotiability. 
23..  Information  conce~ing admission of the debentures to quotation. 
2-31.··The  stock exchange  or exchanges  on uhich quotation is or will 
be applied  for~,. 
232.  · Indica.tion of the persons underwriting or guaranteeing the 
issue for the issuing company  and the  e::.."tent  of their commitments. 
If the issue is being guaranteed privately by natural persons this 
fact is to be indicated v-1ithout  mentioning who  they are. t·!here  not 
all of the issue is undertr.ri  ttcn or guaranteed,  the portion not 
covered is to be mentioned. 
233.  The  number  or global nominal  value of the securities for 
. ~;hich quotation is. sought. 
234.  If the public offer,  issue or admission to quotation takes 
.Place  simultaneously on  the markets of several  countries and a 
tranche is reserved for certain of these markets,  an indication 
of these tranches. 
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235·  If,  simultaneously or almost  simultaneously with the creation 
of the securities which  are the subject of the public issue or of 
the admission to quotation,  securities of the  same  nature  are 
subscribed or placed privately or securities of other categories 
are created '.rri th a  viet~ to their public or private placing,  mention 
is· to be made  of the natu.re  of these  operations and  of the number 
and  characteristics of the  securities concerned. 
236.  If the  same  debentures ·are  already quoted on  one  or several 
stock exchanges,  ludjc~tJ:on  .<?!_the  stocF;_exc~_g~_.Q;:s  .•  e:;c}'la}.lges. 
237.  If the  securities are.not yet admitted to quotc.tion,  but are dealt 
in ·! :2!:;.,..£!1-E'f. o,r  n:_o;:,;  .ot!!_e;r _markets  su!.;i ec-t:_ to  r~~:!if>l!.t. in regul_ar 
~r_g.tiop and  r~c..Q1Q!_i,zheq  __  a.lld  Q.Een,  indiggt.ion_oC\,:t§. $!:~ 
~~~ets concerned. 
24.  Information concerning the issue,  in the  case  of a prospectus 
published at the time  of issue,  or if the  issue is concomitant  I·Tith  admission 
to quotation or if it has taken place \li  thin the three months  preceding 
such admission: 
/'' 
241.  Aey  preferential rights and the procedure for exercising them: 
the negotiability of the rights  ~nd what  happens to rights not 
taken up. 
242.  The  amo1mt  of the  subscription charges which  are added to the 
purchase or subscription price and borne by  the subscriber. 
243.  The  procedure for payment  of the purchase or subscription price. 
244.  .ffig:  __ e_n;Lfor. Q.oni_~.UQ\lS.  _ct'tp~nt~J.Jl.§],e§.J...j,ndic;.a'!;_te&YLQ.f. the 
period during ••hich the  issue is or 1•ms  open  and  of any possibilities 
of early closure. 
245.  An  indication of the financial  establishments instructed to 
receive subscriptions from  the public and of the persons  responsible 
for allotment,  Nhere  applicable,  of the  loan. - 42- X:V/68/76-E 
246.  !Jr2~s.o~.!,n~qp.s. d~~'  indication of the 
net amount  of the issue proceeds. 
247•  Purpose of the issue and allocation of its proceeds. 
31.  Status of the company. 
311.  Name  or style,  registered office and,  where  appropriate, 
principal administrative establishment,  if the latter is different 
from  the registered office. 
312.  Date  of incorporation and,  if the life o·f  the company  is 
limited,  the date of its expiration. 
313.  Legislation under tvhich  the company  operates and legal  form 
Hhich it has adopted in the frameNork  of this legislation. 
314.  Indioatign of the compar,cr 1s  objects and reference to the 
Article of the "Statutes" in which they are described. 
315.  Indications of the places where  it is possible to consult the 
coordinated "Statutes",  balance sheets a.nd  reports,  decisions 
concerning the appointment  and dismissal of members  of the company's 
organs,  as  1<7(311  as  any  other document  quoted in the prospectus and 
accessible to the public,  e.nd  of the place where  the dispatch of 
the latest compans·  report may  be applied for.  Places where  the· 
prospectuses relating to the operations in respect of issue or 
admission to quotation performed qy  the company  in the course  of 
the past five years may  be  consulted by the pubiic. 
32.  Capital. 
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321.  The.  amount  of the capital  subscribed and its composition; 
the part of the subscribed capital still to be paid-up,  vii  th 
indication of the number  (or the overall par value)  and nature 
of the securities not yet  fully paid--up,  broken do\m,  v1here 
applicable,  according to the degree to vJhich  the~r have been paid-up. 
322.  In the case of a  convertible loan or a  loan Ni  th  ~;arrants 
attached and i'Jhen  there is an authorised cap_i tal or authority 
for a  contingent  capital increase,  indicate: 
- the amount  of this c.mthorised or "contingent"  ca:·Jj.tal  and, 
.-There  appropriate,  the  duration of the  authorisa·~i,,n; 
- the categories having  a  pl eferential right of  su.":);:: .;ription 
for these additional portions of capital; 
- the terms and arrangements for the  share issue corresponding 
to these portions. 
323.  Indication of any natural_Qr  le~  per~o~ who  directly or 
indirectly, 'alone  or jointly vJi th other shareholders,  J.E.  fact 
controls the  compan:~r,  mentioning the  amount  of the participation 
and in any case,  in so  far as it is common  kn.£?Q-,!l...'!gJ;  or known  to 
the  company,  any  holding of 1~~ or more  of the  subscribed capital, 
!!l..ml"tioning the amount  of the  narticip~!.i..£U•  "Joint control"  means 
control exercised by  t1:w  or more  companies  or persons ''"ho  have 
concluded among  themselves  an  agreement  which might  lead them to 
adept  a  common  policy in relation to the  compan~r in question. 
324.  If the prospectus-publishing company  belongs to  a  group  of 
enterprises,  a  description o,f  the  group  and  of the place it occupies 
therein, 
325.  Book value  and par value  (or accounting par value) of its 
o~1 securities repurchased or held by the  company  if thede 
securities are not isolated in the balance  sheet;  origin  and  object 
of this repurchase. - 44- XV/68/76-E 
41.  Principal activities of the  company. 
In the sections where  the description of the  company's  activity is required 
only for the current financial year and  the last financial year and if it is 
considered that this period is too  short to reflect meaningfully the 
company's  development,  it is advisable to add indications about  the  pre~~ous 
financial years.  Ii1  so  far as the  company's  develbi'ffient  ~-riiihin the reference 
period has been influenced by  exceptional  events,  e.g.,  an imvortant merger, 
these  events  are to be  indicated.  If possible,  the data should be presented 
in such a  v1cy  as to  enable a  comparison to be made  of the  tr'3r..l  from  one 
finanbial year to another. 
411.  Description of the  company's  principal activities,  mentioning 
the main  categories of products manufactured and  sold and/  or 
services performed.  Indicate important  new  products  and1  as far as 
possible,  the proportion of the  turnover attributable to new 
products  developed within the last five years  • 
.1''' 
412.  The  above  description may  contain indications  concerning 
the development  of the  company's relative position in its :principeJ. 
branches of activities, . if these indications can be based, .as to 
.  .  .  .  :  '  '  : 
their significance and  co~parability,  on figures  empnating from 
qualified institutions,  and the source  given. 
413.  Breakdown,  by principal branches of activities,  of.the net 
amount  of the turnover in the course  of the past  five  financial years 
and,  if these figures are significant,  the production 'volum.es  of the 
principal products.  Any  relatively homogeneous  activity ''rhich 
contributes more  than 15 %  to the turnover is considered a  branch 
of activity. 
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414.  Inform~tion on  the. structure of supply  so~~~d  rna~~ 
•.  - . .  ! .  •.  . '  ··,·.  .  ~  .  .  '  .._  .  •  .  .  . .  '  . 
for the products or services and,  if possible,  breakdown  of the 
net amount  of the turnover  (by prinCipal gMgraphioal  or economic 
zones). 
415.  ]&Q..f;tion,  relatiyJbsize ·  and  development  of ~EL_acti ~ 
of the company 1 s  principal  establishments,  and  informat.ion as to 
the real estate owned.  Any  establishment 1-lhich ·accounts for more  .  ,· 
than 10 %  of ~urnover or production is considered to be  a  principal 
establishment, 
416.  For mining,  extraction of hydrocarbons_,  quarrying,  etc. r 
description of the deposits,  estimate of the. econom~cally exploitable 
reserves and expected  perio~ for \•rhich  they ..-rill  be  exploited, 
indication of the period' and principal conditions of'the concessions 
and the economic  conditions of their exploitation,  indicating the 
state of progress of the actual exploitation. 
42.  JE!£~ation on the  Ros~l2-ef~cts on  the  compan~~ activities anJ! 
profits of:  '  .. 
a) o,Nnersh,jp  oUp.i..Wrial  propfl~._,Lrj.ghts  (patents._t;r,AAe m¥ks and designs) 
or of th~  ..  '!:~~of  sucvigt;ts~held by  oi·  assigned .to  or.:_b.,;y  __ tse_g,gmpanY.,r. 
in part;c~q~*in the form  of !jcen%es,  whether  excl~iv~2~not, or 
of  contrib~iQJtS to other  ~o~~lles; 
b)  industrial,  comr:J.ercial .and _f~n~<:.SmE*-i!H 
c) ma.nufacrtnri,!l,g__technigt!es  and  specialit_i~. 
If this is the case,  all that \·rill be  required is to describe concisely, 
and without divulging industrial secrets,  the factors which'have  a  particular 
importance. 
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4.3.  Jnfol'l!!.a.i:!:s>!Lqn  t!le ·  ~~?;;rch an~evelopJllent  polli¥,;:,..!:9!-~''-' products 
'  .  . .  ..  .  .  _.· ..... 
£:!!d  processes,  th~~ount of  =tpe _,e3Pendi ture  effect~~  j_l;!i§.  purpos~ 
.  =·.  •  ' 
over the  pa§.Uiye_l.:!panc~..Y§l~r-f:?.....,antl <glwsment  of tl.!Etinfluence  of  thi_~ 
:golicy on_the  a~:tty?.ty and profit_2;bility.of the  compan,Y• 
44·  .~r;,fol'r1!a.:tisn  on1  _  _9;is_pute.~ and factors  interrupting ad  i vi  ties 
(e.g~  strikes,  accidents)  Nhich  have· had  ip.  the  r~cetU..Jl.§!:lit  or might have 
a  significant  impact  on  the net  i:orth,  :financial position or results of the 
company. 
45·  Average  numbers  employed  and  the~r ~rend in the. cour~? of the past 
five  financial years  (if this trend is significant) with,  if possible,  a 
breakdo1m .. of persons  employed  by principal branches. 
46~  Investments. 
461.  Description,  ~d:th figlires,  of the principal  investments, 
'including trade  investments acquired,· in the  course  cii'  the past 
· five  financial years. 
/  ,. 
462.  General  indications concerning the  investment  proeramme  in 
course of implementation,  including its overall  cost7·  its methods 
of financing,  the l'lature  of the  investments,  in so far as these 
indications are necessc:.ry for assessing the use of the·funds 
collected in relation to the programme  as  a  whole.  By  investment 
programme  in course of implementation is meant  not  only the projects 
~rhosa  execution has e,lready started but,  more  widely,  the Hhole 
body  of investment  projects  ~Jhich are  inter-linked to an extent  such 
thd the commissioning or profitability of the investments already 
effected or in course of execution depends  on the implementation 
of all the  investment projects constituting the programn1e. 
463.  A table  showing the  sources and utilisation of funds  must  be 
supplied,  relating to the past five financial years and  the  current 
financial year. 
a  "  r  a.......- .  .....,_ .  .....,..,.....  .,........ . 
1Englioh text only.  .;. XV/68/76-E 
Chapter 5t  - Information concernin%  th~ ne~ worth1  finro1ci~-~tt~ation 
:?!l_A  results of tl!.EL  ca,ompa_;n;'4 
'  .  . 
51.  General rules." 
-:. 
5l.l~ ·  Comparative table summarizing the  balans_~_s~.§;.t,  ..  @<!. pro@ 
.  ~  .. 
and  l?,.ELS...!f>.9.COunt  relating to the past five financial years so t.e  to 
bri~ out. the  ~ssential ·factors,  ensuring howev~r tha't  the re-· · 
arrangement  of the published accounts does not affect their 
informative value.  ~.;re, during the per:j..Q.,d  CQYerizw  t.h_e  fU2 
fina,ncial :years  mt.:mtio~<!,_,g:~Q.ve,  events have  o.s.curred .~k:!Eg 
.  .•  ...  ,  .  .  .  .  :-··  ... 
.QQm2:~~abili  ty  o~t the .  .2.sks2.E'ti.~  facto~s in the  .J2,.a!._anc~._,1'111~e~ and 
Jtr~tit ~~  loss accounts  impossible,  this should be  stated. 
0."'7.,...1  •.  te=rrm.:.~. 
?12.  'I'he  annual  accounts  (.'2,?J;.ance  sheet,  £!;Of:i.,t_ apd  lo~s account 
andy~e~) relating to the last completed  finan~ial year as 
.. approved by the general meeting of shareholde7:'s must be  appended. 
,. If more,  than nine months  have  elapsed since the date on which the  .... 
last financial year Has  closed,  a  recent provisional financial 
...  ~··  •  .!. 
statement must  be-· inserted in the prospectus,  or appended to it. 
513.  Should the annual  accounts not be dravm  up in conformity with 
1 
No  -••••••  of •••••••o  __ •.•  the .pro~~sions of Council Directive  .  ·...  •.  .  . 
and should they not_give a  faithful reflection of the net  ~orth,  .  .  ,'  .. 
/.financie.l  ~ituation and results of the  company,  they must  be 
accompanied by  exple.natory notes and· comments;  more  det~iled 
~  ..  . 
disclosure in the prospectus may  be called for. and  expl~ici  t  mention 
must  be_made  of corrections and amendments  in relation to the 
published accounts. 
514.  If the  company  draws up  consolidated accounts,  the information 
provided  fo~ in items 511,  512  and  513  shall be  give~ on the basis 
of the consolidated .accounts  as well. 
1  ~R. No.  C 7 pf 28  January 1972. 
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52.  Individual details relating to the enterprises in Nhich the 
prospectus-publiru<ing  compa.~y has  a  substantial holding .likely to influence 
assessment  of its net ·worth,  finruJ.cial  situation or results. 
These  details must be  given,  inter alia,  for enterprises in "Jhich the 
prospectus--publishing company  directly or indirectly holds at least  25  % 
of the  capitalJ  or "1-lhen  the value of this holding represents at  least 10 % 
of the paid-up capital of the prospectus-publiching compal"l'Jt  or VJhen  this 
holding accounts for at leaGt 10% of the latter company's  earnings. 
These details must  be  submitted if possible in the  form  of a.  f'yY'Optic  table 
in the prospectus unless they already  appear in the annual  e..cco1.m-ts  annexed 
to it. 
521.  Name,  registered office. 
522.  Portion of capital held. 
523.  Capital  subscribed. 
r'" 
524.  Reserves. 
525.  Result  of the last financial year. 
53.  Additional  individual details regarding subsidiaries  ~nd indirect 
subsidiaries.  By  subsidiary is mean-t  an enterprise in vihich the prospectus-
publishing company holds shares or "parts"  v1hich  represent  over half that 
enterprise1s  subscribed capitai or to which is attached a  voting po1:1er 
of over  50 %.  By indirect  subsicliary  is. meant  an enterprise in uhich 
the prospectus--publishing  co~pany holds directly or through one  or more 
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sul?sidiai'ies or indirect  subsidiaries shares or "parts" tvhich  represent 
over half that enterprise  1 s  subsGribed capital or to Nhich is attached 
a  voting pm-rer  of over 50 'fu.  However,  for subsidiaries and indirect 
subsidiaries located in third countr·ies the details provided for in items 
531  to 538  need not be  given in an individual manner but may  be  lili!le.lgamated 
with the details proVided for in item  54· 
In addition to the details mentioned. in i terns  521  to  525,  the follotring 
indications are to be given: 
531.  Field of  ~ctivity~ 
532,  \[,q:J..lle _aVIhi=c.!!:.}~  ...  W.:~~ctus-publi  s!l~_.2Q!l!PAA"( records 
the shares or "parts" held, 
533,  Amount  still to be  paid-up on  these  shares or "parts" held  .• 
534•  lTet  turnover in the  course of the last financial year, 
r"' 
535,  Amount  of dividends received in the course of the last financial 
year in respect of shares or "parts" held, 
536.  Amount  of the.prospectus-pubiishing company's  claims  on the 
subsidiary or indirect  subsidiary. 
537.  Amount  of the prospectus-publishing company's  debts to the 
subsidiary or indirect  subsidiary. 
538,  Amo'lmt  for which the prospectus-publishing company  guarantees, 
endorses or secures the  commitments  of the.subsidiary or inrnrect 
subsidiary, 
54•  Overall  information relating to all eriterprises referred to in item 
52 and not referred to in item 53: 
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Same  details as those provided for in items  532  to  538  but presented in 
overall form  and broken down  as betHeen companies  of the country,  companies 
of other member  countries and  companies  of third countries. 
55.  Nhen  the prospectus  comprises  consolidated accounts,  there  shall 
be  indicated in an annex: 
551.  The  consolidation principles applied and, if  e.pplico.ble,  any 
exceptions to and deviations from  these principles. 
The  following details are to be  indicated,  inter alia: 
- the selection criteria for the  companies  included i:r:  the consolidation; 
- the method(s)  of consolidation utilised:  overall or  pro~ortional 
integration,  placing on an  equivalent footi:ng; 
- the rates of exchenge  used for the consolidation of the foreign 
companies; 
the methods  of eliminating profits resulting from  transactions 
among  the  co~;anies of the ·group; 
the v.Jay  in 1r1hich  the stocks v1ere  integrated;  in particular, 
explanations must  be provided. in the  event  of the non-elimination 
of the intra-group profit; 
if appropriate,  the details relating to the underlying fiscal 
situation of the group,  taking account  of  tirni~~ differences 
in the payment  of corporation tax; 
- the definition of the consolidated turnover; · 
- the  scope of the consolidation of the results (total,  partial 
or simplified consolidation); 
the  changes which have  occurred,  in relation to the accounts 
published for the previous  financial year,  in the principles set forth 
above. 
552.  List  of companies  included in the consolidation,  name  and registered 
office. It may  be sufficient to distinguish them  ~J a  sign in the list 
of companies  for which  details are provided for in item 52. 
.; . .  ; 
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553.  For each  of the companies  included in the consolidation, 
other than the prospectus-publishing company: 
- the total proportion of third-party interests, if the accounts 
of this company  are consolidated globally; 
•  the proportion of the consolidation calculated on  the  bas~s 
of the_interests,  if consolidation  has been effected on  a  pro 
rata basis. 
56.  vlhen  the  compan;y  performs  a.  significant proportion of its activities 
through the intermediary of companies  controlled by it and managed  as  a 
single unit,  the details concerning the activity of the company  (Chapter 4), 
its recent development  and its prospects  (Chapter  7)  must  be  pr~vided for the 
whole  unit in addition to concise details for the prospectus-publishing 
comp~ individually. 
/.- . 
61.  Name,  first name,  place  of·:residence and function in the company 
of the follotdng persons;. ment·ioning the principal aci  ti.'i ties performed by· 
·:them  outside the compaey  when·  they are significant in reletion to the 
prospectus-publishing companY  (inter alia1  the mQst  significant director-
ships and  importan~ functions  in other companies).  The  activities of 
signi_ficance for the  compal'J3  performed by these ·same  persons. in the course 
of the past five years if they  joined  th~ company  less then five years  ago. 
611.  Members  of the administrative,  directing or supervisory organs, 
as t·rell as the other persons who .assume  the  m~-::zrt o:f  the company 
at the highest level. 
612.  General partners in the case  of a  partnership limited by shares. 
613.  Founders,  if the  compexw  has been established for. less than 
five years, 
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62.  Interests of the directors,  etc.,  in the company. 
621.  Remuneration paid for  t~e last completed financial year under 
any  he~ding whatsoever,  as  a  charge to overheads or the profit 
appropriation account,  to the administrative,  directing or super-
visory organs.  Overall  amount  for  each category of organ.  In 
addition,  the total remuneration paid to the members  of these 
organs of the prospectus-publishing company  by all the  companies 
controlled by it and menaged  as  a  single unit must  be  indicated. 
622.  Information about the nature and extent of the direct or indirect 
interests of the directors and managers  or of the persons they 
represent in transactions which are unusual by their character or 
their conditions,  effected by the  company  (su~  as purchases outside 
the normal activity,  acquisition or disposal of fixed asset  items, 
·lease  contracts \vi th subsidiaries or persons mentioned above)  in 
the course of the last financie.l year and during the  current  financial 
yee:r.  ~!hen such unusual transactions were  concluded in the course 
of previous fi9ancial years  and their effects are still being felt, 
information on  these transactions must  also be  given. 
623.  Overall indication of all the loans granted by the  company 
to the persons referred i;o  in point  611,  as well as of the guarantees 
constituted by the  company  in their favour. 
63.  Staff benefits. 
631.  Brief description of the policy follo1ied "nth regard to staff 
benefits and more  particularly with regard to profit-sharing 
contracts or supplementexy retirement pension contracts;  as regards 
the latter point,  steps taken to ensure provision for them. 
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Description of the.special beriefHs of a  oontracttia.l  character 
l<rhen  the probable trend of the charge they represent is likely 
to exert a  marked  influence on this category of expenditure. 
632.  Overall indication of all the loans granted by the  company 
to the staff and of the gu.arS;ntees  constituted in their favour. 
64.  _Name,  address,  capacity and  occupation of the persons responsible 
for checking the accounts. 
71.  General  indications concerning the trend in the company's  business 
since the end  Of  the last financial year and Comparison  Nith the Corresponding 
period· of the previous financial year.  When  this information is already 
available in  int~rim reports,  it •·Jill  suffice to append the said repot-ts to 
the prospectus made  available to the public. The  following data are to be 
supplied,  inter alia: 
711.  The  net turnover since the beginning of the financial year. 
712.  A description of the most  ai~1ificant recent trends  in 
production and  stocks. 
713.  A description of recent trends in costs and selling prices. 
714.  General  information on  the state of the order book. 
~ 
72.  Company  prospects. 
The  prospectus must  clearly bring out the fact.that thid p~rt consists of 
estimates or intentions which  might  not materialise. 
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721.  Brief indications on the_projected investment programme  in 
so  far as the  company  has  already made  firm decisions on this or 
has prepared the  gr01md  by recent financial  operation::;  and vr:1ere 
the programme  is likely to exert an important  influence  on the 
company's  future  financial ~olicy, particularly its self-financing 
policy. 
722.  An  estimate concerning the  company's  commercial  and financial 
prospects mcy  be inserted in the prospectus,  provided that it is 
backed by  figures  (concerning,  for example,  the trend of bus:i.ner;s 
conditions,  of the markets  and of the order book,  the  infl:.;.enc:e 
of capital  spending by the company  and its competitors)  and qy 
pointers that are highly likely to prove accurate. 
723.  If possible,  general  indications concerning the profit 
distribution nnd  retention policies which the  company  contemplates 
following or proposing to the meeting of  shar~holders and particularly, 
if applicable)·· coYlcerning the policy on the issue of securities 
in  connectio~ with capitalisation of all or part  of the  ~e~erves 
or increases in value,  and concerning the operation of any  dividend 
equalisation reserve. - 55- ..  XV/68/76-E 
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.§.c,l1eme  }3£ gr~~r;_t;tl:_~D;  j2r_,;g,rospect~ses.._!o2:, tho admi~ 
j,2_s.t_o.c.~  exs~¥1..$-e  ..  ~o.tatiq_n o_!_£.~~t~fico:t,!lll  rei¥;,~'3  ..  «?!!;-:tJ:r:.g  shar~,. 
11~  Name  or stylet  regiotered office  and~  Nhere  appropriate,  principal 
establishment.if this is different from the registered office. 
12.  Date  of incorporation and,  if  the life of the company is limited, 
date of its expiration. 
13.  Legiolation under ''hich the  company  operates and legal  form  Hhich 
it has  adopted in tho  framev1ork  of this  ~egislation. 
14.  The  nmount  of the authorized capital,  if appropriate,  and the  amount 
of the capital subscribed and its composition;  the part of the subscribed·· 
capital still to be paid-up l'iith  <?..11  indicdion of the number  (or the overall 
(I'···· 
par value)  and nature of the securities not yet  fully paid-up,  broken  do~m, 
l-rhere  applicable,  according to the degree to which tliay have been paid-up. 
15.  Indication of the chief holders of the capital. 
16.  Name,  first  n~ae,  place of residence  and function in the  company  of 
the members  of the administrGtive,  directing or supervisory organs as well as 
of the other persons l'rho  assume the  management  of the  company  at the highest 
level and  of the persons entrusted t-rith  checking the accounts. 
17.  Objects of the  company.  If the issue of certificates representing 
shares is not the only object  of the  company,  the  featu:ees  of its other 
activities must  be sot out,  those having a  purely trustee character being 
dealt with separately. 
18.  Anl1ual  accounts  (,~alanqGJ_slu~e_j;, P.!.Qf..li_j:;d  los~  atlq_olp~  QWJ-d  a.lm~) 
for the last completed financial yca:r. 
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_£hapter _g.  - Information-.2.12.-.t~ c~tt..ific~es themselves 
21.  Leg6l  stat.us.  '!'he  "issue ··terms .mu.st ·be inserted ~n the prospectus, 
with merit ion of the  ..  date. and place of. t};eir publicati.o.:q.. 
211.  Exercise and bene:f;i"t' of the  righ-ts  attachi11g to the original 
sec~·ities, particularly as regards voting rights - conditions on 
which the compan;r  issuing the certificates mey  exercise these rights, 
.  .  '• 
and measures  envisaged to obtain the instructions of the certificc.te 
holders - and the right to share in the profit and liquidation surplus. 
212.  :Bank  or other guarantees attached to the certificates and 
intended to underwrite the issuer's obligations, possibility of 
.  .  .  .  -
obtaining the conversion of the certificates into original s.ecuri  ties 
and procedure for such conversion. 
22.  The  amount  of the  commission and  costs to be borne by the holder of 
the securities.  in connection vrith: 
221.  .the issue of the certificates,. 
222.  the  p~ent of the couponst 
223.  the creation of additional certificates, 
224.  the exchange of the certificates for·original securities. 
23.  Negotiability of the securities: 
231.  Stock exchanges  on  1~ich.  ctuotalion is or tdll be applied  for~ 
If it is indicated that other markets will be organized,  specify 
.. 
on ;.rhosa  initiative and responsibility. 
232.  Aro/. restr.ictions on the :free  negotia~ili  ty of the securities  • 
. •'···  .. 
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24.  Supplementary information for admission to  quotat~on: 
241.  If the secu:rities are to be placed by introduction on a  stock 
exchange:  the number  of securities made  available to the market 
and/or the overall par valuej  the minimum  sale price, if such  a 
price is fixed. 
21]2.  Date  on  which  the ne"r  securities ,,rill be quoted if this is 
knoun. 
25.  Indications of the tax arrangements with regard to any  imposts 
and taxes to be  bo~ae by the holders  and levied in the countries where 
the certificates are  issued. 
26.  Competent  courts in the event  of litigation. 
/'' 